
 

 

 

 

 

Lager is for Girls 

 

A TG story by Alloner 

  



Dale Granger is in the 8th month of the JET program, and he's been actively learning about 

Japanese customs and traditions during his time in Kanagawa. However, Dale’s peculiar beliefs 

about the Japanese people, particularly the women, have been making his colleagues grow tired of 

his behavior. Dale often makes comments like "In America, this is better" and persistently tries to 

flirt with every woman he comes across, firmly believing they all have “a weakness for gaijin”.  

Tired of his antics and of him continuously playing the “Ah Japanese is so hard, so I messed 

up” card, some Dale's female coworkers start planning a punishment. Despite how incredible it 

sounds, one of the women manages to convince the other that her aunt is actually a witch; what in 

any other situation could’ve been disregarded as a silly joke or even mental illness is welcomed as 

a fitting punishment. They invite him over to the witch's restaurant where he is given a potion 

disguised as a beer. As Dale casually remarks, "Lager is for girls though," he starts sipping the 

beverage. The magic takes effect gradually, initiating a slow and intricate transformation within 

Dale's body and mind. 

At first, Dale feels a tingling sensation in his fingertips, as if an invisible force is gently 

reshaping his hands. His wavy hair begins to grow longer and softer, cascading down his shoulders. 

As he takes another sip of the enchanted potion, the changes become more pronounced. Dale's 

once-masculine features soften, his jawline becoming more delicate, and his skin acquiring a 

radiant, porcelain glow. Simultaneously, the transformation influences Dale's memories and 

perception of self. His past experiences and interactions reshape in his mind, integrating the belief 

that he has always been the airheaded Japanese woman he seemed to look for.  

As the potion continues to work its magic, Dale's body undergoes further changes. His 

once-broad shoulders gradually narrow, his chest gently expands, and his hips acquire a subtle 

curve. The transformation extends to his voice, which becomes softer and more melodic, aligning 

with his new identity. The final stage of the transformation reveals Dale's new self—a stunning 

Japanese woman with flowing, ebony hair, captivating almond-shaped eyes and a bubbly 

personality… 

Kaori Tanaka blinks in as she swallows the cold beer, Dale's female coworkers observe the 

transformed Kaori in silence, more concerned about what she has to say rather than the unique 

event they just witnessed, but of course, the bimbo in front of them can’t say anything but “It’s the 

best!” as she adjusts her cleavage… 


